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Authoring learning content is an area under pressure due to conflicting requirements. Adaptive, templatebased, highly interactive, multimedia-rich content is desired for current learning environments. At the same
time, authors need a system supporting collaboration, easy re-purposing, and continuous updates with a
lower adoption barrier to keep the production process simple, specially for high enrollment learning
scenarios. Other areas such as software development have adopted effective methodologies to cope with a
similar increase in complexity. In this paper an authoring system is presented to support a community of
authors in the creation of learning content. A set of pre-defined production rules and templates are offered.
Following the single source approach, authors create documents that are then automatically processed to
obtain various derived resources. The toolkit allows for simple continuous updates, the re-use and re-purpose
of course material, as well as the adaptation of resources to different target groups and scenarios. The toolkit
has been validated by analyzing its use over a three year period in two high enrollment engineering courses.
The results show effective support and simplification of the production process as well as its sustainability
over time.
ACM Classification: K.3.1, J.1

1. Introduction
Learning content is at the heart of all learning activities. At a 2005 survey about content authoring
research conducted by The eLearning Guild, 78 of the participants agreed that “Content is King”
was considered as conventional wisdom (Pulichino, 2005). And yet, in the same study, 68 of the
participants also agreed that content collection and production was the least understood, leastoften addressed and least studied of all e-learning elements. Learning content has been under the
influence of the latest trends in Internet content, namely, they are becoming highly interactive,
multi-format, multimedia-based, created collaboratively, etc. But on top of these trends, learning
material has three more aspects that make it more complex to manage than regular Internet
content: the material needs to be adapted to multiple learning scenarios, students, target groups,
etc; there is a high level of re-use of low granularity portions of the material; the content is subject
to continuous updates. The combination of all these factors when producing and managing elearning content translates into a hefty increase in the process complexity. Authoring
environments need to bridge the gap between an increasingly sophisticated final product and a
community of users that demand a low adoption threshold. In the previously mentioned study,
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the three features that users wanted to be enhanced in the authoring tools were: content re-use
and re-purposing, more instructional design process, and rapid development templates. Two of
these three aspects (re-purposing, and templates for rapid development) have been successfully
addressed in the area of software development.
In general, designing high-quality learning resources usually comes at the expense of a costly
production flow. The situation is more critical if this activity is part of a more general learning
experience (for example, a course) where a high number of activities are created by a team of
authors working collaboratively and concurrently. Creating and maintaining such a potentially
large set of resources over a large period of time requires an extremely streamlined production
flow to reduce its cost. Conventional office-suite tools do not withstand the requirements of such
environments. Although they can be used to produce some resources, they are not conceived to
support authoring of more sophisticated resources in a collaborative environment. Several
technological approaches have been proposed to tackle this problem. Single source techniques
create multiple views of a single document. Additionally, markup languages allow documents to
include content and information about their structure. Tools exist that are invoked
programmatically and therefore become a piece in a more complex work flow. Other tools such
as version control systems have also evolved to accommodate powerful and robust collaborative
work patterns.
But the effective combination of all these technological advantages and their deployment in a
sustainable real authoring environment still remains unsolved. In this document the “Adagio”
system is presented. It allows the definition of production rules to combine already existing tools
to offer a learning content production and management platform that simplifies the adaptation of
material to various target groups, allows the re-use and re-purpose of material at any level of
granularity, and supports a continuous update process, all in a collaborative environment. The
system has been in use during the last three years by two author communities producing content
for two high enrollment blended-learning engineering courses. By analyzing the production
flows in these communities we conclude that the proposed system offers a realistic, sustainable,
and flexible authoring support1.
The rest of the document is organized as follows. Section 2 includes a description of the main
contributions in the area of distributed learning content creation. The scenario considered for the
proposed system is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the production rules offered by the
system as well as their use in the described scenario. Section 5 describes how the system provides
support for various course aspects that emerged during its enactment. The description of the
proposed distributed production work flow is included in Section 6. The validation of the
proposed system, shown in Section 7, is performed by a detailed analysis of two authoring
communities where the system is currently in use. Finally, a set of conclusions and lines for future
work are described in Section 8.

2. State of the Art
Authoring platforms have been present from the early steps of computer systems and have played
an important role in the context of instructional design. In 1986, O’Neil described how authoring
systems and languages were evolving from the 70s toward providing more sophisticated support
to process highly structured and “componentised” content structures, and provide support for
1 The system is available at http://www.it.uc3m.es/abel/Adagio/FAQ.html
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instructional decisions (O’Neal, 2008). The need for authoring systems that capture the structure
of course material as well as its role within the instructional design has prompted the appearance
of several approaches as shown in Rawlings et al (2002). But these systems are solely concerned
with how resources are sequenced during a learning experience, leaving still open the previous
problem of how to produce large collections of resources that later need to be properly
orchestrated.
Descriptive markup systems were identified as a powerful paradigm that would accelerate the
production pace of resources by focusing only on content and not on appearance (Coombs et al,
1987). The idea is to create both the content and a set of marks that identify its parts. The so-called
“single source” schemes are based on the premise that multiple views can be generated from a
single source document using markup languages and a set of tools for post-processing. This
approach has been widely adopted in the production of technical documentation and marginally
used for learning material (Molloy, 2003; Thomas and Ras, 2005; Thomas and Trapp, 2007; Walsh,
2007). But one of the main problems of these systems is to provide simple re-use and extensibility
for re-purposing and adapting material to new formats and environments, specially in large scale
scenarios.
Sierra et al (2005, 2006) describe in detail the contexts in which there is an intensive use of information provided by experts. Education is identified as one of these domains in which authors
handle highly structured documents about a very specific topic. Descriptive markup technologies
were identified as the adequate support to use because the representation can be considered
human-readable and can also be efficiently processed. The adoption of this technology typically
translates into an initial increase in production complexity that turns into a lower maintenance
and higher portability in the long run.
But when using markup technologies, a trade off appears between semantic and purely structural
markups. Fisler et al (2005) and Fisler and Schneider (2009) present two open-source e-learning
tools, a content management system and a tool that uses the specifically designed markup
language eLML to capture the structure of course material. This is just one sample of the existing
approaches that aim at “normalizing” the structure of a course. The authors justify the use of an
ad-hoc language on the need for some strict didactic and technical structures to create similar
looking lessons. In the same work, the authors also acknowledge the importance of avoiding
rigidity in the adopted markup and the definition of rules for automatic production.
Another example of the use of markup languages to create learning material is within the context
of the “Connexions” platform2. Connexions is an open space where authors can create and share
educational material organized in units called “modules”. This initiative proposes an approach to
content publishing which is also based on markup languages (Henry, 2004). The need for fast
paced communication is the main reason for education to incorporate new materials easily into
the courses. The project proposes the use of the XML-based language CNXML to mark the course
material using visual editors. A production process is then applied to obtain the final resource for
publication. The proposed authoring paradigm is also described as ideal for long-term viability
(Dholakia et al, 2006). The modularity of course development is also at the basis of other
approaches using markup languages (Baudry et al, 2004). The ultimate goal is to achieve a
construction-kit style in which learning material is built from a set of previously created “bricks”
(Bungenstock et al, 2002).
2 http://cnx.org
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 44, No. 2, May 2012
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Docbook (Stayton, 2007) is another powerful markup language for content structured in chapters,
sections, paragraphs, etc. Its use for e-learning content production has been considered in other
initiatives as described by González Téllez (2010), where material is described in Docbook and
then packaged following the IMS Content Packaging specification. As in the previous scenarios,
using a markup language clearly poses an advantage in production environments in which
content needs to be manipulated to comply with various restrictions. The work described in this
document assumes the use of Docbook to create course material, which is then automatically
processed by a set of rules to produce different type of resources. With these rules, the ever
increasing type of resources can be easily accommodated in the production flow.
The change on the type of material used in learning environments is obviously affecting the
production stage. From a text-book based learning in which resources are perceived by students as
“read-only” and by instructors as “write-once”, we are moving to scenarios in which students have
a more active role and, as a consequence, content needs to be quickly updated, but at the same time
must maintain a coherent style (Hadzilacos et al, 2007). In this context, it is very important to offer
authoring platforms where material can be easily managed by a set of authors and updated with
almost no effort. As pointed out by Errington (2004), the possibilities offered to teachers have an
impact on their beliefs, which are then essential to adopt new paradigms in their courses.
Collaboration is another factor of content creation that is gaining importance. Learning content is
created increasingly by teams of authors working collaboratively over a large set of documents.
The success of collaborative creation is well documented in other areas such as Free/Libre Open
Source Software (FLOSS). Unfortunately, although FLOSS communities are a good example of
successful open participatory learning ecosystems, resource creation is one of the aspects that still
needs significant improvement as pointed out by Meiszner et al (2008). There have been some
initiatives in the past to deploy the FLOSS model in the context of learning, but they have had
limited impact (González-barahona et al, 2005; Barahona et al, 2005).
The work presented in this document is similar in spirit to the one presented by Martínez-Ortiz
et al (2006). The adopted scheme is based on the “manual writing metaphor” because it is less
knowledge demanding for authors. The work flow proposed in this work enhances the production process by combining a set of versatile rules with basic pedagogical patterns to support reuse and re-purposing, allow easy adaptation to new environments, and integrate these features
in a fully collaborative environment.
Product process automation is a discipline well studied and widely used in the area of software
engineering. Tools for automatic software build such as Make, Ant or Maven (to mention just a
few), and techniques such as “continuous integration” (Fowler, 2006 accessed 12 April 2012) are
commonly used in software development environments. Although the requirements derived
from authoring educational material are similar, there are two important issues that make these
existing tools unsuitable for managing the process. The first one is the highly specialized and rigid
context in which they have to be deployed. Aspects such as automated testing, alpha releases, selftests, etc. are not needed in an authoring environment. Also, a collection of educational resources
is different from a software product that needs to follow a successful building process that is then
compared to a set of tests. And second, these applications typically require target users to have
significant knowledge about the intricacies of the process. Authoring of educational resources
should impose a minimal footprint in the authoring space so that users with no technical
background can still use it. Thus, the trade off that needs to be explored is how to offer the
maximum functions for flexible content production while keeping the footprint at its minimum.
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The proposed system, “Adagio”, assumes that several authors are already using various tools to
create the basic building blocks of a large set of learning resources. In this scenario, a distributed
environment is provided for the collaborative production and combination of a repository of
learning content. Through the use of the version control system “Git”, authors work in their
personal spaces with the source files of a collection of resources that are stored as a distributed
file system. Each folder containing a resource is extended with a set of production rules to
automatically process and combine resources and create a global repository. A basic set of rules
to process the resources is defined including a powerful system to extend these rules. A concrete
work flow is described where the role “master publisher” is proposed as the person in charge of
collecting the changes produced by the authors, creating a new version of the resources and
publishing them in the final location. The objectives of the system are to achieve the lowest
possible latency when propagating changes, facilitate re-purposing of material, allow the adaptation of course material to various formats and target groups, support a flexible community of
authors, and achieve sustainability over long periods of time.

3. Scenario for Distributed Production of Learning Content
The Adagio platform has been designed for scenarios of high-enrollment courses (with hundreds
of students), a large community of instructors (even more than 10) and hundreds of possibly multilingual published resources. Nevertheless, it also fits simpler and smaller learning scenarios.
In this document, by production we understand the steps from the conception of the course
structure until the final set of documents is ready to be published in the virtual communities
where students access them. The first aspect to be considered is the pedagogical strategy adopted.
The system supporting this process should strive to be an “authoring system” and not simply an
“authoring language” (O’Neal, 2008).
Typically, a wide variety of resources need to be produced in a course. For example, some courses
in which Adagio is being used publish administrative documents, course syllabus, class notes,
lecture slides, weekly activities for the laboratory, homework, etc. These documents are
collaboratively produced by various instructors in several formats (PDF and PowerPoint for
slides, HTML for activities, etc.) from different types of source documents (Microsoft Word and
PowerPoint, Docbook, Latex, etc.) The authoring platform, despite having a set of preferred
formats, has to support legacy formats in order to simplify its adoption by instructors. Courses
taught in more than one language pose an additional challenge to the course material production
and publishing stages.
Being able to produce different views from the same source document is an approach that
significantly reduces the complexity of the production process. These views are used to adapt the
materials to: different visualization platforms, such as mobile devices, RSS channels and paper,
which requires a printer-friendly version, typically in PDF format; different audiences, such as
special versions of activities for instructors, which include solutions, lecture notes, etc. that
students cannot see; different instants of time, such as activities that include solutions for students
to review, but only after a given amount of time passed since the activity was first published.
Due to the large number of instructors that need to collaborate in the production of materials, the
platform needs to support effective collaboration work flows, including concurrent editing of
materials, version control, quality control, etc.
Content updates need also to be managed throughout the course. On the one hand, some courses
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 44, No. 2, May 2012
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are based on static materials that are available from the beginning to the end of the course, and
do not need special handling. On the other hand, other courses are based on “just-in-time”
teaching schemes (Novak et al, 1999) where students work in the course material before attending
the class, the instructor receives feedback about this process and adjusts the upcoming session
material accordingly. This translates into a set of resources that need to be modified or updated
during the course enactment. For example, let us consider an activity where students are asked to
fill-out their profile in the virtual community and instructors then create a summary document
(Bullard and Felder, 2007). This type of activities require agile content management to insert new
documents as part of the collection of course resources. In other words, if active learning is
adopted in a course, it is likely that the course material needs to be frequently modified.
But even in those cases in which course material can be considered “highly stable”, there is always
the need to make corrections, amendments, etc. For the case of a large community of authors, with
a large variety of documents and the requirement to have bilingual resources, the need for a
streamlined resource management procedure arises.
Once the course material has been produced and deployed, the adopted work flow needs to be
sustainable across course editions. This sustainability basically means two things. Firstly, the
course material should be easy to re-use in future editions of the course, even if the course is
slightly changed. This includes the ability to maintain repositories of reusable materials from
which individual contents can be picked to compose lecture guides, problem sets, etc. for specific
course editions. Secondly, the community of authors could also change, and new instructors
should be brought into the production cycle as quickly as possible.
Last but not least, as different courses may have quite different requirements, the platform should
be extensible so that tailor-made components can be developed and deployed by course administrators when their requirements are not fully fulfilled by the platform.
The proposed authoring platform has been conceived to tackle the issues arising in these
scenarios. The system specifications were derived from previous experiences on managing large
enrollment courses with a sizable set of instructors and resources. The triggering factor that
prompted the design and deployment was the use of bilingual course notes. Every resource in the
course needed to be translated and both versions should be maintained in parallel. The
requirements were derived mainly to simplify the role of the person in charge of merging the
different contributions of the authors with occasional input of the authors. Conventional
authoring tools focus on supporting authors in the creation of single resources, but fail to support
the production and management of a large set of resources for an also large community of
authors. Adagio offers a formalism where complex production flows can be captured by sets of
rules that automatically derive the resources in their various formats from the source documents.

4. Production Rules
Adagio assumes that the source files for content production are organized into folders, and the
production process is decomposed into simpler operations applied to each folder. The operations
in a folder may depend on the execution of operations in other folders. The system is based on a
set of production rules previously described and the presence in a folder requiring processing of
a plain text file, called the “rule” file (by default with name Properties.dgo), where the sequence
of production rules is declared. A rule is a pre-defined procedure receiving a set of parameters
and applied to a set of entities. Figure 1 shows how a generic rule is invoked in the rule file. The
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first line contains within square brackets the rule category (that unequivocally identifies the rule),
optionally followed by a dot separated set of hierarchical rule names. This line is followed by a
(potentially empty) set of assignments to the rule parameters.
[rulecategory.name]
parameter1 = valueA valueB valueC
parameter2 = value1 value2 value3
...
Figure 1: A generic production rule

The rule file format is based on the “INI” format used in the Microsoft Windowstm operating
system. INI files are human-readable and provide a simple yet powerful description mechanism.
A DEFAULT rule can be defined containing only variable definitions that can be used in other
rules. Any rule can refer to any previously defined variable, which is replaced by its value when
the file is processed. Figure 2 shows a rule file with a variable declaration in the default rule and
its use in a rule to process XML documents.
[DEFAULT]
styles = style/dir
[xslt]
files = source.xml
styles = %(styles)s/translate.xsl
Figure 2: Rule file with variable declaration

Every parameter of every rule in Adagio has a default value. Thus, a high customization level is
possible while maintaining simple invocations for typical operations. Aside from its specific
variables, every rule in Adagio has the following parameters always defined:
• Source and destination folders. The location from where the source files are taken, and the
newly produced resources are created.
• Time of visibility. Two date/time instances defining the time interval when the rule is executed.
This feature is useful to produce resources only during certain time frames.
• Rule enable. The rule is disabled when set to “false” or “off”.
• Rule permission. A string so that when present in a set of permissions (or empty), the rule is
executed.
• Help. Text of arbitrary length describing the functionality implemented by the rule. Adagio
may be invoked to display its content, thus behaving as a self-documented application.
• Languages. A space separated list of languages, used by those rules capable of producing
multiple versions of a document depending on the language.
An author creates in a local folder the basic documents to produce the resources that are part of
a larger project, creates the rule file with the appropriate parameters, and invokes its execution by
double clicking in the file icon, or executing the “adagio” command in an interpreter.
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4.1 Predefined Production Rules
Adagio includes 17 production rules, divided into six categories, to support the most common
operations identified in a production flow. Each rule contains a set of parameters to control
execution aspects. The six categories are:
• XSLT processing. Rules to apply XSL transformations to XML documents. A comprehensive
set of transformations are included to process files written in Docbook (Stayton, 2007). These
transformations assume a single source paradigm and derive multiple documents by selecting
the appropriately marked portions. These transformations are sensitive to special markups to
support the following functionalities:
–

Multi-language. Various translations of the text co-exist in the document and are segregated by the production rules when specified in the “languages” variable.

–

Multiple target users. Documents contain regular content (no special markup), solutions,
and instructor guide content. The rules generate three separated resources selecting each
document subset.

–

Exams and quizzes. Transformations to produce open question exams and quizzes.
Generation of multiple exam versions through question shuffling, grading templates, and
solution sheets are also supported.

–

Submission form. When the submission of a document is required, the form is automatically derived.

–

Multimedia embedding. Video, screen captures, etc.

• Image manipulation. Rules for basic image transformations and format exchange.
• File transfer. Rules to copy and move files to specific locations. Massive file transmissions to
remote locations, for example for being published in a Web server, are supported by the
“rsync” rule, which uses the Rsync application (Tridgell and Mackerras, 1996).
• Recursive invocation. Adagio is invoked recursively in another folder and its resources optionally exported to the current location. This rule allows, for example, the recursive construction
of an entire site by executing the top-level rule file.
• LaTeX and PDF typesetting. Rules to process documents written in LaTeX and produce PDF
documents.
• Office documents. Rules to translate office tool suite documents to PDF.
• Extension Rule. A special rule to invoke the execution of an arbitrary script written in the
Python programming language (Van Rossum Last accessed: 2011). With this feature, any
additional functionality desired in Adagio can be included with a script complying with a
simple programming interface.
These rules are designed with a dependency mechanism to automatically detect which rules need
to be executed due to modifications in the corresponding source files, thus allowing an efficient
support for continuous updates.

4.2 Rule Hierarchy and Re-use
When managing large repositories, production rules tend to have a high degree of similarity. In
many folders, most of the production rules are the same or almost the same. Two mechanisms are
included in the toolkit to avoid the repetition of large blocks of rules in rule files.
210
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The first mechanism is the possibility of deriving rules from other rules, so that parameter values
are inherited. A new rule is derived from a basic one by adding to its name a dot and another
name. For example, the “inkscape” rule translates all files in SVG3 format to PNG. An additional
rule to translate the same files to the JPEG format can be derived by creating a rule named
“inkscape.to_jpeg” that assigns its “output_format” parameter to “jpeg”. All the other parameters are
automatically inherited from the “inkscape” rule.
Complex production flows typically require a set of common rules that are re-used in almost all
rule files. The best strategy is to define these rules in a common location and make them available
to any rule file in the project. The second mechanism supports this functionality by combining
various features: a special rule file at the top level of the course, which is always read before the
rule file in the current folder; and the “template” keyword, which performs in-place inclusion of
other rule files. With these two features, rules can be defined at the course level in a modular way,
so that they can be invoked by name from rule files in specific folders, without the need to
replicate their definitions. The possibility of defining aliases for rules further simplifies rule files,
as rules can be given meaningful names such as “create_lab_session”. With this approach, the rule
files in each folder are greatly simplified, including just invocations to the rules to be used and,
sometimes, some parameter definitions needed to customize those rules.

5. Extensibility
As different courses have different needs, Adagio has been designed with the aim of being flexible
to accommodate them. Courses in Adagio are not just a collection of teaching materials. They can
contain software that makes them programmable platforms. This software extends Adagio with
features tailored for specific courses, and allows things such as widgets that interact with Web
servers for sending or receiving information from the material’s Web pages, adding support for
embedding new types of contents in materials, etc. These are the main mechanisms that allow
course administrators to develop custom extensions:
• Custom XSLT style sheets: XSLT is not just a template language. In combination with its function libraries, custom style sheets can be used to process input Docbook or XML documents in
powerful ways. For example, by using the role attribute of Docbook, it is possible to do custom
formatting of certain fragments of a Docbook document, whilst the rest of the document is
processed with the general Docbook templates.
• Custom rules: Adagio provides an API for the development of new processing rules with the
Python programming language.
In neither case extensions need to be integrated in the Adagio source tree. Extensions are available
to a course just by placing them in the appropriate location of the course repository. Any author
having access to the course repository has them available. To illustrate the ability to extend
Adagio, the following sections explain some extensions developed for production environments
in which Adagio is being used. These extensions were derived from the specific needs appearing
in concrete learning scenarios.

5.1 RSS News Feeds
This extension allows publishing a news feed for the course. The feed can be published, by using
the same source document, in a RSS channel and in the course Web pages. The extension was
3 Scalable Vector Graphics, www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG
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developed by using only XSLT style sheets.
The items to be published in the feed are written in a Docbook file, using the regular Docbook
markup and a special role value to delimit them. A style sheet extracts the information from the
Docbook file and generates the RSS version of it. The style sheet is able to publish just the most
recent items (the number of items can be configured) and automatically set the build time stamp.
The same items, from the same Docbook file, can additionally be published in a course Web page
by inserting a special tag in the page and processing it with a style sheet that replaces the tag by
the most recent items from the Docbook document the tag points to. Two formats can be selected
from the tag: a short version that only shows the first paragraph of the most recent items, and a
long version that shows the full content of all the items. The first option is useful for the main page
of the course, where a reduced amount of space is available.

5.2 Task Duration Feedback Widget and Statistics
The instructors of a course wanted every published exercise to have a widget that students could
use to send feedback about the amount of time they needed to complete the exercise.
The extension was developed with an XSLT style sheet. It matches an element with a given role
attribute in the Docbook file of the exercise, and produces the HTML code that renders the widget
as a form. The server that receives the information from that form is outside the scope of Adagio.
With a custom rule written in Python, data received by the server is analyzed and plots showing
times needed by students for each exercise are created and published, with access only to
instructors. These plots are generated and created from the course repository itself using Adagio.
This functionality is also an example of how Adagio can be extended by technical personnel not
related to the project. This extension was created by an author with technical background who
had minimum knowledge about the internal structure of Adagio. The integration of third-party
agents is supported in Adagio by offering a generic rule that is able to invoke a user-provided
script. There is a set of basic variables that are passed by default to the given script, and the
possibility of including a set of arbitrary arguments as additional parameters. With these values,
any script can then be easily integrated as a new rule in the system.

5.3 Instructor Comments
In order to facilitate collaboration between the instructors of a course, an extension that allowed
them to comment on published materials was developed. An XSLT style sheet parses a given role
attribute in a content item (exercise, lecture guide, etc.) and generates a form for it, accessible only
from the instructor’s version of the page (i.e., not available in the student’s version). Instructors
can fill in the form with their comments and send them to a server. By interacting with the version
control system (see Section 6), the server writes the comments it receives in a file that is included
from the Docbook sources of the exercise or lecture guide, so that they are shown in the
instructor’s version the next time materials are updated.
The extensions described in this section show how the work flow described with Adagio can be
easily modified to adopt new requirements in the material. This feature is becoming increasingly
important in emerging learning scenarios where resources are no longer being produced nor
offered to students in a single location.
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6. Distributed Production Work Flow
The power of the described authoring system becomes most effective when used in a large community of authors in combination with a distributed production work flow. This type of work
flows have been used for a long time in software development projects (Brooks, 1995), but their
application to authoring environments with a large number of resources is not straightforward.
Version control systems (or VCS) are the tools typically used for exchanging documents among a
set of users working on a project. There are numerous tools currently available, both open source
(CVS, Subversion, Git, Bazaar, Mercurial, etc.) and commercial (BitKeeper, Plastic, etc.)
The tool selected to be used in combination with the rules previously described is Git (Chacon,
2009) because it is open-source, and based on a distributed file system in which there is no need
for a central server. Although the tool is designed to deal with source code, the percentage of
binary files, their ratio of changes, and the requirements on disk space did not pose any
complication. Figure 3 illustrates the adopted work flow.
All authors are assumed to have two working areas. A local folder where changes are staged and
a “repository” available to the rest of the authors. All authors contribute equally to the production
flow except one, called the “master publisher”. Upon joining the team, each author clones the
resources stored in the master publisher’s repository. Once a set of changes has been produced,
its author makes these changes available through the local repository and the master publisher is
notified. The master publisher is in charge of merging changes proposed by authors, generating
and publishing the new versions of the resources, and making those changes available for the rest
of authors. This work flow is based on the “Integration-Manager Work flow” model described by
Chacon (2009).
The reason to choose this scheme is to offer a self-contained repository to every author. With this
scheme, authors may work in resources and create new versions even without an Internet
connection, because the repository is stored locally in their computer. The submission of changes
to the repository managed by the master publisher can be done at any time. A second advantage
of this approach is to provide data integrity through redundancy. Every author space contains a
complete copy of the repository (including its history of changes). In the case of a major data loss,
resources can be easily recovered using author repositories.

Figure 3: Version control system structure to deploy the work flow
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This work flow also opens the possibility to incorporate students into the production flow. The
interaction between authors and the master publisher can perfectly accommodate students
creating material. Git allows the master publisher to review the changes introduced by students
before merging them into the official version of the course materials. In addition, Adagio can
distribute the materials of a course across several Git repositories. Thus, the master publisher can
grant the students access to only a subset of the content. The requirement for this paradigm would
be, though, for students to install the minimum set of tools to create the material (illustration processing, XSLT style sheets for processing Docbook documents, etc.)
The work flow previously described is just one possibility among the multiple options offered by
the version control system chosen. The distributed nature and the low level operations offered by
Git allow a wide variety of production flows. For example, the role of the master publisher can be
removed in favor of a fully distributed management among the authors. After a common
structure of the material is described at a higher level, authors may proceed to create the required
resources and populate in a totally distributed fashion the course repository. Additional features
such as automatic notifications are needed to maintain the awareness of the team of authors about
the overall creation process.

7. Experimental Results
Adagio has been in use during the last three years in the production cycle of educational material
for two engineering courses offered to over five hundred students per year. In both scenarios, a
large number of authors participates in the collaborative production of numerous learning
resources. The institution required all course material to be created in English and Spanish. The
course content has been managed with the production flow described in Section 6.
The scenarios where Adagio offers an advantage over conventional authoring strategies is when
the number of authors and resources to manage is high. Although a formal measure of the
threshold over which the tools offer a clear advantage is not feasible, the experience over the last
three years offers some insight. The trade off to explore is when the complexity of the overall
production process compensates the requirements imposed by Adagio. For teams of more than
six authors, the production process already requires a significant exchange of documents and a
basic organization. This threshold could be lower if there is a high rotation factor (different
authors join and leave the community frequently). A similar approximation can be done with the
size of the repository in terms of the number of resources. Repositories with items in the order of
several hundreds become difficult to manage, need to be carefully organized, and automatic
processing tools like Adagio offer a clear advantage.
The examples described in the remainder of this section comply with these two conditions. They
have a large community of authors, and they manage a large number of resources. It follows a
description of this process in the two scenarios.

7.1 Case 1: First Year System Programming Course
The first scenario is a first year course “System Programming” of the Telecommunication Engineering program. The numbers of the course material production process are shown in Table 1.
Of the 20 authors participating in the production tasks, only the master publisher contributed to
the development of Adagio. The rest of authors were regular users that provided feedback about
their experience. During the two and a half year period, there have been three editions of the
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Deployment period
Final number of files
Commits in 2009
Commits in 2010
Commits in 2011
Total umber of commits
Number of authors
Total Resources

Jan. 09 – Jul. 11
3417
884
471
325
1680
20
765

HTML Documents
Slide Sets
Java Code Files
Pre-compiled code
Figures
Style resources
Auxiliary resources

254
23
287
8
73
65
28

Table 1: Activity and resources for the Systems Programming Course

course. The number of authors changed significantly from the 2009 to the 2010 edition. The
evolution of the repository is shown in Figure 4.
The left side of the figure shows two clearly defined periods during which the course preparation
required a high level of interaction among the authors. The second and third editions (Spring 2010
and 2011) required a lower level of interaction because most of the content from the first edition
was re-used. The right side of the figure shows the evolution of the number of files in the
repository. As it can be seen, the number of source files is large and keeps growing without showing any limiting behaviour.
In the editions of the course previous to the use of Adagio, materials were edited directly in
HTML. For example, in the student guides for the laboratory sessions, a single HTML page
contained several independent exercises. A separated repository was kept for the students
supervised by each senior lecturer. Although many resources were shared among several of these
repositories, they were merely copied and pasted. In subsequent editions, these copied materials
began to diverge as they were corrected and improved by different instructors.
Adagio, in combination with Git, greatly simplified the production process. The main
improvements were in: the ability to edit self-contained materials that could be automatically

Figure 4: Evolution of the course material repository
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included in the class guides published to the students, the unified system for processing different
document types (slides, class notes, instructor guide, etc.), and a more effective way of collaboration in the creation of materials (for example, improvements in materials done by one
instructor were automatically available to the others).

7.2 Case 2: Second Year Systems Architecture Course
The second scenario to measure the impact of the tool is the third semester course “Systems
Architecture”, part of the Telecommunication Engineering program4. The numbers of the course
material production process are shown in Table 2.
The master publisher in this course was the main developer of Adagio. The rest of authors, as in
the previous scenario, were regular users offering occasional feedback about their experience with
the tool set. The number of authors fluctuated significantly over the three year period. It started
with six authors in the first edition and increased up to ten in the third year. The evolution of the
repository is shown in Figure 5. The left side of the figure shows the number of changes received
in the master repository and, as expected, it is higher during the teaching period and lower
between editions. At its peak, the production flow managed a bit over 400 changes per month.
These numbers show the power of the adopted distributed approach. The right side of the figure
shows the evolution of the number of files in the repository over time.
In its 2011 edition the course had 29 face-to-face sessions. Each session had a set of previous and
in-class activities all designed using a template in Docbook including student material, instructor
guide and solutions (if needed). The entire production flow is executed in less than five minutes
in a regular lap-top computer. Changes in one file take a matter of seconds to propagate to the
final production site.
As in the case of the first course, the amount of files, resources and authors makes the production
management a task that could not be accomplished with the same level of quality without the
support of Adagio. Each course activity contained a list of objectives, the required steps, a list of
additional resources, and an embedded question about the time devoted by students. A set of
auxiliary documents were created specifically for the topics included in the course. Half of the
sessions were held in a lab and required various initial documents for students to extend. Adagio
was used to create a specific rule to process each session.
Additionally, the content was adapted for two target groups: students and instructors. Using
specific mark-up attributes embedded in the documents, authors could merge content within the
Deployment period
Final number of files
Commits in 2009
Commits in 2010
Commits in 2011
Total number of commits
Number of authors

Jan. 09 – Dec. 11
4257
1753
1389
1294
4436
10

HTML Documents
Figures
Style resources
Auxiliary resources
Total Resources

180
142
90
36
452

Table 2: Activity and resources for the Systems Architecture Course
4 A preview of the course material is available at http://www.it.uc3m.es/abel/as/info/syllabus_en.html
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Figure 5: Three year evolution of the course material repository

same document for both versions. For example, after describing a step for an activity for the
students, a description of potential pitfalls and aspects to take into account is included for the
instructor following the single source approach described in Section 1. This technique can be
easily extended for arbitrary groups by using the appropriate markup attributes. The previous
and in-class activities were also included in a single document together with these instructor
notes, and in two languages. Eight final documents (two for the previous activities, two with the
in-class activities and their corresponding versions with the instructor guide) were automatically
created and published.
The high number of activities, auxiliary files, text for the instructors, etc. made managing the
production extremely complicated without the use of any automatic tool. The process was
implemented using 70% of the rules offered by Adagio, mostly the processing of Docbook
documents with XSLT. The hierarchy of rule files allowed for the common parts of the definitions
to be shared among the entire site, and leave a simple personalization in the local rule files. The
average length of these rule files is only 8.7 lines.

7.3 Concurrent Resource Management
A second measurement was conducted in the two scenarios to assess the level of concurrency
achieved during the creation of the course resources using Adagio. Figure 6 shows the number of
concurrent active authors creating or modifying course resources. A value of n means that there
were n versions of the course repository containing changes made by users concurrently.
As it can be seen in the left side of the figure, the first course had periods where up to nine authors
were manipulating the material in parallel. Analogously, the right side of the figure shows the
activity for the second course. In this case, the number of concurrent versions peaks at six in the
second and third course editions. Both scenarios clearly show how the adopted production
paradigm allows for concurrent resource creation and management.
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Figure 6: Number of concurrent authors over time

8. Conclusions and Future Work
The conditions under which learning content is being created are changing rapidly. The
complexity derived from the highly interactive, multimedia-based content required, together
with the adoption of collaborative authoring, the need for continuous updates, the re-use of
material, and the adaptation to different target groups, lead to a new set of requirements for
authoring environments. Existing solutions focus on supporting the author at the level of a single
resource. New solutions are needed to embrace the production process at a higher level of abstraction to manage large numbers of resources by a community of authors.
In this document the Adagio authoring system has been described. In Adagio, a community of
users collaboratively creates learning resources. These resources are then automatically processed,
combined and published by executing a pre-defined set of production rules that process these
documents and produce the resulting resources. The rules assume a single source approach where
the required data for various resources are all included in a document from which multiple
versions are obtained. Adagio offers a comprehensive set of XSL transformations that process
documents in the Docbook format. Authors create a single document containing information to be
shown to different stakeholders, in different contexts, with different elements, etc.
The set of pre-defined rules, together with some additional mechanisms, allow the system to
support continuous update of learning resources, re-use typical production steps across large
projects, and lower the barrier to adapt the material to different needs such as language, role,
media format, etc. Also, the system has been gradually enhanced with various extensions to
support emerging requirements derived from real-life scenarios. These extensions have been
shown to easily accommodate new requirements as well as the integration of heterogeneous data
sources derived from other auxiliary tools. The tendency to obtain and distribute content from an
increasingly large set of platforms makes Adagio ideal to quickly adapt content to these scenarios.
The system has been validated by analyzing its use in two learning scenarios with a large number
of authors over a three year period. Various indicators clearly show how the high complexity of
the authoring process is significantly mitigated by using Adagio to deploy a robust processing
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environment that is sustainable over time. The repositories of course material have been
increasing steadily during this time period, showing no limitations. The production flow
captured with Adagio is efficiently executed with the given rules. Additionally, the integration of
Adagio with the version control system Git facilitated the concurrent creation of resources among
a high number of authors, as well as the addition of new authors to the teams.
There are several future lines of work that are being explored. A more thorough process to
capture user requirements for this type of platform might offer valuable hints as to where the
system should be improved. Additionally, a preliminary study of the use of Adagio to create
Learning Designs was conducted during the last edition of the first course. The experience
showed how certain aspects of the process could be automated but additional functionality was
needed to fully automate the translation from an arbitrary set of resources to a script and its
description in a Unit of Learning.
Some Learning Management Systems (LMS) offer WebDAV support for managing resources, so a
tighter integration with Adagio in which files are automatically uploaded to the course spaces is
possible. This integration is desirable to reduce the turn-around time when updating content.
Support for assessment and learning analytics are another two aspects that can be improved.
Although the toolkit provides support for the creation and management of exams, some
additional aspects of the process can be automated. When considering web-based assessment,
resources can be created so that results can be automatically uploaded to the corresponding LMS.
Also, the single source document approach is ideal to deploy functionality to capture student
behaviour and apply learning analytics techniques to improve the overall learning process.
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